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Laboratories of Art Sep 27 2019 This book explores the interconnections and
differentiations between artisanal workshops and alchemical laboratories and between the
arts and alchemy from Antiquity to the eighteenth century. In particular, it scrutinizes
epistemic exchanges between producers of the arts and alchemists. In the fifteenth and

sixteenth centuries the term laboratorium uniquely referred to workplaces in which
‘chemical’ operations were performed: smelting, combustion, distillation, dissolution and
precipitation. Artisanal workshops equipped with furnaces and fire in which ‘chemical’
operations were performed were also known as laboratories. Transmutational alchemy
(the transmutation of all base metals into more noble ones, especially gold) was only one
aspect of alchemy in the early modern period. The practice of alchemy was also about the
chemical production of things--medicines, porcelain, dyes and other products as well as
precious metals and about the knowledge of how to produce them. This book uses
examples such as the Uffizi to discuss how Renaissance courts established spaces where
artisanal workshops and laboratories were brought together, thus facilitating the
circulation of materials, people and knowledge between the worlds of craft (today’s
decorative arts) and alchemy. Artisans became involved in alchemical pursuits beyond a
shared material culture and some crafts relied on chemical expertise offered by scholars
trained as alchemists. Above all, texts and books, products and symbols of scholarly
culture played an increasingly important role in artisanal workshops. In these workplaces
a sort of hybrid figure was at work. With one foot in artisanal and the other in scholarly
culture this hybrid practitioner is impossible to categorize in the mutually exclusive
categories of scholar and craftsman. By the seventeenth century the expertise of some
glassmakers, silver and goldsmiths and producers of porcelain was just as based in the
worlds of alchemical and bookish learning as it was grounded in hands-on work in the
laboratory. This book suggests that this shift in workshop culture facilitated the epistemic
exchanges between alchemists and producers of the decorative arts.
The Politics of Water in the Art and Festivals of Medici Florence Jan 30 2020 This book
tells the story of one dynasty's struggle with water, to control its flow and manage its
representation. The role of water in the art and festivals of Cosimo I and his heirs,
Francesco I and Ferdinando I de' Medici, informs this richly-illustrated interdisciplinary
study. Else draws on a wealth of visual and documentary material to trace how the Medici
sought to harness the power of Neptune, whether in the application of his imagery or in
the control over waterways and maritime frontiers, as they negotiated a place in the
unstable political arena of Europe, and competed with foreign powers more versed in
maritime traditions and aquatic imagery.
Syntagmatia Mar 14 2021 This collective volume has been dedicated to two
distinguished scholars of Neo-Latin Studies on the occasion of their retirement after a
long and fruitful academic career, one at the Université catholique Louvain-la-Neuve, the
other at the internationally renowned Seminarium Philologiae Humanisticae of Leuven
University. Both the rich variety of subjects dealt with and the international diversity of
the scholars authoring contributions reflect the wide interests of the celebrated NeoLatinists, their international position, and the actual status of the discipline itself. Ranging
from the Trecento to the 21st century, and embracing Latin writings from Italy, Hungary,
The Netherlands, Germany, France, Poland, the New World, Spain, Scotland, Denmark
and China, this volume is as rich and multifaceted as it is voluminous, for it not only
offers studies on well-known figures such as Petrarch, Lorenzo Valla, Erasmus, Vives,
Thomas More, Eobanus Hessus, Lipsius, Tycho Brahe, Jean de la Fontaine and Jacob
Cats, but it also includes new contributions on Renaissance commentaries and editions of

classical authors such as Homer, Seneca and Horace; on Neo-Latin novels,
epistolography and Renaissance rhetoric; on Latin translations from the vernacular and
invectives against Napoleon; on the teaching of Latin in the 19th century; and on the
didactics of Neo-Latin nowadays.
La rinascita della pittura giapponese. Vent'anni di restauri al museo Chiossone di Genova.
Catalogo della mostra (Genova, 27 febbraio-29 giugno 2014) Jan 24 2022
Acta Conventus Neo-Latini Upsaliensis Sep 19 2021 Since 1971, the International
Congress for Neo-Latin Studies has been organised every three years in various cities in
Europe and North America. In August 2009, Uppsala in Sweden was the venue of the
fourteenth Neo-Latin conference, held by the International Association for Neo-Latin
Studies. The proceedings of the Uppsala conference have been collected in this volume
under the motto Litteras et artes nobis traditas excolere Reception and Innovation.
Ninety-nine individual and five plenary papers spanning the period from the Renaissance
to the present offer a variety of themes covering a range of genres such as history,
literature, philology, art history, and religion. The contributions will be of relevance not
only for scholarly readers, but also for an interested non-professional audience.
History of Universities Feb 10 2021 Volume XVII of History of Universities contains
the customary mix of learned articles, book reviews, conference reports, and
bibliographical information, which makes this publication such an indispensable tool for
the historian of higher education. Its contributions range widely geographically,
chronologically, and in subject-matter. The volume is, as always, a lively combination of
original research and invaluable reference material.
Prophet of Renewal Jul 26 2019 This is an intellectual biography of the Italian Jewish
writer and politician David Levi (1816-1898). Freemasonry, Saint-Simonianism, and the
Enlightenment are his vessels for a new, secular, interpretation of Jewish identity and for
innovative views on Judaism’s relation with modernity.
The Italian Academies 1525-1700 Apr 14 2021 The intellectual societies known as
Academies played a vital role in the development of culture, and scholarly debate
throughout Italy between 1525-1700. They were fundamental in establishing the
intellectual networks later defined as the ‘République des Lettres’, and in the
dissemination of ideas in early modern Europe, through print, manuscript, oral debate and
performance. This volume surveys the social and cultural role of Academies, challenging
received ideas and incorporating recent archival findings on individuals, networks and
texts. Ranging over Academies in both major and smaller or peripheral centres, these
collected studies explore the interrelationships of Academies with other cultural forums.
Individual essays examine the fluid nature of academies and their changing relationships
to the political authorities; their role in the promotion of literature, the visual arts and
theatre; and the diverse membership recorded for many academies, which included
scientists, writers, printers, artists, political and religious thinkers, and, unusually, a
number of talented women. Contributions by established international scholars together
with studies by younger scholars active in this developing field of research map out new
perspectives on the dynamic place of the Academies in early modern Italy. The
publication results from the research collaboration ‘The Italian Academies 1525-1700:
the first intellectual networks of early modern Europe’ funded by the Arts and

Humanities Research Council and is edited by the senior investigators.
Cultural Landscape Report for Saint-Gaudens National Historic Site Nov 21 2021
The World of Plants in Renaissance Tuscany Jun 16 2021 In the sixteenth century
medicinal plants, which until then had been the monopoly of apothecaries, became a
major topic of investigation in the medical faculties of Italian universities, where they
were observed, transplanted, and grown by learned physicians both in the wild and in the
newly founded botanical gardens. Tuscany was one of the main European centres in this
new field of inquiry, thanks largely to the Medici Grand Dukes, who patronised and
sustained research and teaching, whilst also taking a significant personal interest in plants
and medicine. This is the first major reconstruction of this new world of plants in
sixteenth-century Tuscany. Focusing primarily on the medical use of plants, this book
also shows how plants, while maintaining their importance in therapy, began to be
considered and studied for themselves, and how this new understanding prepared the
groundwork for the science of botany. More broadly this study explores how the New
World's flora impacted on existing botanical knowledge and how this led to the first
attempts at taxonomy.
The Making of Measure and the Promise of Sameness Oct 21 2021 An
interdisciplinary history of standardized measurements. Measurement is all around
us—from the circumference of a pizza to the square footage of an apartment, from the
length of a newborn baby to the number of miles between neighboring towns. Whether
inches or miles, centimeters or kilometers, measures of distance stand at the very
foundation of everything we do, so much so that we take them for granted. Yet, this has
not always been the case. This book reaches back to medieval Italy to speak of a time
when measurements were displayed in the open, showing how such a deceptively simple
innovation triggered a chain of cultural transformations whose consequences are visible
today on a global scale. Drawing from literary works and frescoes, architectural surveys,
and legal compilations, Emanuele Lugli offers a history of material practices widely
overlooked by historians. He argues that the public display of measurements in Italy’s
newly formed city republics not only laid the foundation for now centuries-old practices
of making, but also helped to legitimize local governments and shore up church power,
buttressing fantasies of exactitude and certainty that linger to this day. This ambitious,
truly interdisciplinary book explains how measurements, rather than being mere
descriptors of the real, themselves work as powerful molds of ideas, affecting our notions
of what we consider similar, accurate, and truthful.
Leonardo. La rinascita degli dèi Nov 02 2022
The PCI Artists Jun 28 2022 This book examines the artistic policies of the Italian
Communist Party (PCI) during the early post-war years (1944–1951), after the defeat of
Fascism in Europe and the outbreak of the Cold War. It brings together theoretical
debates on artists’ political engagement and an extensive critical apparatus, providing the
reader with an historical framework for wider reflections on the relationship between art
and politics. After 1944, the PCI became the biggest Communist organisation in the
West, placing Italy in an ambiguous position regarding the other European countries.
Nevertheless, the immediate strategy of the Communists was not revolution, but
liberation from Fascism and the establishment of a democratic system from which a

genuine Italian path to Socialism could be found. Taking Antonio Gramsci’s notion of
hegemony as a theoretical basis, the Communists intended to generate a progressive
social bloc capable of achieving wide consensus within civil society before taking power.
In order to accomplish this goal, the collaboration from intellectuals was necessary. The
artistic policy of the Italian Communist Party was tailored to this end, counting on
representatives from all groups and tendencies of the time, particularly those artists who
rejected the imperialistic, autarchic pseudo-classicism that characterised most of Italian
art throughout the Fascist years. In the 1930s, international, Modernist and cosmopolitan
European culture became an escape route to artists seeking a way out of the oppressive
cultural atmosphere of inter-war Italy. However, in the 1940s and 1950s, many of these
artists experienced a deep transformation in their work after they became politically
involved with the PCI, and were exposed to international Communist culture – and
Socialist Realism in particular. This was conveyed not only by conscious changes in their
subjects, their style and their material means of expression, but also in the public they
addressed and in their own conception of themselves as artistic authors. Hence, at a time
when the world was divided into two opposed camps, each heavily inflected by
ideological allegiance and supported by powerful propaganda apparatuses, Italian
Communist artists became the protagonists of a novel intellectual-political project which
pursued the synthesis between antagonistic cultural blocs.
The Secret Formula Nov 09 2020 The legendary Renaissance math duel that ushered in
the modern age of algebra The Secret Formula tells the story of two Renaissance
mathematicians whose jealousies, intrigues, and contentious debates led to the discovery
of a formula for the solution of the cubic equation. Niccolò Tartaglia was a talented and
ambitious teacher who possessed a secret formula—the key to unlocking a seemingly
unsolvable, two-thousand-year-old mathematical problem. He wrote it down in the form
of a poem to prevent other mathematicians from stealing it. Gerolamo Cardano was a
physician, gifted scholar, and notorious gambler who would not hesitate to use flattery
and even trickery to learn Tartaglia's secret. Set against the backdrop of sixteenth-century
Italy, The Secret Formula provides new and compelling insights into the peculiarities of
Renaissance mathematics while bringing a turbulent and culturally vibrant age to life. It
was an era when mathematicians challenged each other in intellectual duels held outdoors
before enthusiastic crowds. Success not only enhanced the winner's reputation, but could
result in prize money and professional acclaim. After hearing of Tartaglia's spectacular
victory in one such contest in Venice, Cardano invited him to Milan, determined to obtain
his secret by whatever means necessary. Cardano's intrigues paid off. In 1545, he was the
first to publish a general solution of the cubic equation. Tartaglia, eager to take his
revenge by establishing his superiority as the most brilliant mathematician of the age,
challenged Cardano to the ultimate mathematical duel. A lively and compelling account
of genius, betrayal, and all-too-human failings, The Secret Formula reveals the epic
rivalry behind one of the fundamental ideas of modern algebra.
50 Jahre Wahrheit und Methode Mar 26 2022 The turning point occurred with
Heidegger's hermeneutics of facticity saw a great flourishing in Gadamer's works.
Hermeneutics becomes the philosophy that undermines the scientific parameters of
modernity and it looks for an extra-metodica way that leads up to truth through the

rediscovery of the cultural values of our European tradition that is art, taste and culture
but above all, rhetoric, practical philosophy, and that particular form of judgment called
phronesis, which expresses itself in the understanding of the other and in the dialogue.
This sensitivity towards the values of tradition, which represents the authentic authority
since it's the consent on which the civil society is based, cannot for Gadamer withdraw
into itself but it must open itself to the intercultural dialogue as an ethical answer to the
challenge of globalization. PLEASE NOTE: Only three of the book's twenty-two essays
are in English language text. (Series: The Dialogue - Yearbook of Philosophical
Hermeneutics - Vol. 5)
Routledge Revivals: Medieval Science, Technology and Medicine (2006) Jul 18 2021
First published in 2005, this encyclopedia demonstrates that the millennium from the fall
of the Roman Empire to the Renaissance was a period of great intellectual and practical
achievement and innovation. In Europe, the Islamic world, South and East Asia, and the
Americas, individuals built on earlier achievements, introduced sometimes radical
refinements and laid the foundations for modern development. Medieval Science,
Technology, and Medicine details the whole scope of scientific knowledge in the
medieval period in more than 300 A to Z entries. This comprehensive resource discusses
the research, application of knowledge, cultural and technology exchanges,
experimentation, and achievements in the many disciplines related to science and
technology. It also looks at the relationship between medieval science and the traditions it
supplanted. Written by a select group of international scholars, this reference work will
be of great use to scholars, students, and general readers researching topics in many
fields, including medieval studies, world history, history of science, history of
technology, history of medicine, and cultural studies.
Cosimo Bartoli (1503-1572) Jan 12 2021
IL DONO DI NICHOLAS Nov 29 2019 “Questa è una storia di compostezza, dignità e di
come una famiglia abbia trasformato una tragedia senza senso in un gesto che enfatizza il
lato positivo della vita.” - Robert Kiener, Reader’s Digest “Non riesco a pensare a nessun
altro libro che superi Il Dono di Nicholas nell’aprire in tutto il mondo i cuori e nel
cambiare l’atteggiamento verso il bene comune.” - Bud Gardner, Editore, Chicken Soup
for the Writer’s Soul “In questo libro scritto dal padre del bambino, la famiglia Green
condivide la sua meraviglia e gratitudine dinanzi all’effusione di emozioni scaturite dal
cosiddetto ‘Effetto Nicholas’. Non possiamo fare a meno di sentirci sopraffatti sia dalla
tragedia sia dalla suprema compostezza della storia.” - Family Life Magazine “La storia
di Nicholas mostra il volto umano della donazione degli organi.... Altamente
raccomandato.” - Library Journal “Nessuno al mondo ha fatto di più per accrescere la
consapevolezza del pubblico sulla donazione degli organi.” - Howard Nathan, Presidente
ed Amministratore Delegato di The Gift of Life Donor Program “Una storia che ha legato
una nazione intera al cordoglio di una famiglia.” - Il Messaggero
WWW.NICHOLASGREEN.ORG [Please insert photo of Reg Green – as used on back
cover of “The Nicholas Effect”] Reg Green è il padre di Nicholas Green, il bambino
Americano di sette anni che fu ucciso in una tentata rapita durante una vacanza in Italia
con la famiglia. La storia catturò l’attenzione del mondo intero quando Reg e sua moglie
Maggie donarono gli organi e le cornee di Nicholas a sette Italiani molto malati, quattro

dei quali adolescenti. I Green vivono a La Cañada, in California, con i loro tre figli,
Eleanor ed i gemelli Laura e Martin.
Gratian and the Schools of Law, 1140-1234 Jun 24 2019 Collected Studies CS1071 The
central figure in this volume is that of Gratian, whose monumental compilation of canon
law sparked off the revival of legal studies in the medieval West. In other collections of
essays, Stephan Kuttner dealt with the development of canon law in the two centuries that
followed the publication of Gratian's Decretum, and the ideas that this engendered; here
he is concerned with the foundations upon which all these later efforts were based. The
work of Gratian is, of course, the principal focus, but the studies then follow the spread of
the teaching of law, from its inception at Bologna in the 1140s to its appearance soon
after in other centres of learning in the West especially in France, in the Anglo-Norman
schools and in Germany. With a quarter of the volume consisting of additional notes and
extensive indexes, it makes a contribution of the greatest importance to the historical
study of canon law. For this second edition, a new section of additional notes has been
supplied, and the volume is introduced with an essay by Peter Landau; these take account
of the important recent work on Gratian and the Decretum and chart the significance of
Stephan Kuttner's work.
The Renaissance Portrait Aug 26 2019 Published in conjunction with an exhibition held
at the Bode-Museum, Berlin, Aug. 25-Nov. 20, 2011, and at the Metropolitan Museum of
Art, New York, Dec. 21, 2011-Mar. 18, 2012.
Medieval Science, Technology, and Medicine Aug 19 2021 Medieval Science,
Technology, and Medicine details the whole scope of scientific knowledge in the
medieval period in more than 300 A to Z entries. This resource discusses the research,
application of knowledge, cultural and technology exchanges, experimentation, and
achievements in the many disciplines related to science and technology. Coverage
includes inventions, discoveries, concepts, places and fields of study, regions, and
significant contributors to various fields of science. There are also entries on SouthCentral and East Asian science. This reference work provides an examination of medieval
scientific tradition as well as an appreciation for the relationship between medieval
science and the traditions it supplanted and those that replaced it. For a full list of entries,
contributors, and more, visit the Routledge Encyclopedias of the Middle Ages website.
Cartografia, ideologia i poder Apr 02 2020 Amb els mapes, a més de ciència, es fa
política. El 1939 els catalans algueresos, i altres pobles d'Itàlia, foren eliminats d'un mapa
etnogràfic de tot Europa elaborat a Milà pel Touring Club Italiano. Les minories en
qüestió hi havien figurat des de 1927, però finalment els mussolinians van imposar sobre
aquella obra els postulats feixistes més extrems. Aquest llibre, bastit sobre mapes «de
pobles i llengües» dels segles XIX i XX, es deté en la confluència de les disciplines
cartogràfica, etnològica i lingüística, les conviccions ideològiques i l'exercici del poder
polític. L'obra, que ha estat mereixedora del Premi Joan Coromines 2013 d'investigació
filològica, històrica o cultural, patrocinat per la Societat Coral «El Micalet», reflexiona
sobre les visions exògenes d'unes identitats socioterritorials que continuen concitant
estudis i pulsions.
2011 Mar 02 2020 Particularly in the humanities and social sciences, festschrifts are a
popular forum for discussion. The IJBF provides quick and easy general access to these

important resources for scholars and students. The festschrifts are located in state and
regional libraries and their bibliographic details are recorded. Since 1983, more than
639,000 articles from more than 29,500 festschrifts, published between 1977 and 2010,
have been catalogued.
Augustan Papers Dec 11 2020 Der vorliegende Band markiert den zweitausendsten
Todestag des princeps mit einer Reihe von Studien, die neue Zugänge zum römischen
Herrscher Augustus und seiner Regentschaft bieten. Die thematisch weit gefächerten
Beiträge fokussieren zentrale Themen der Augustusforschung aus der Sicht des 21.
Jahrhunderts. Der Band bietet Studien aus archäologischer, philologischer und
althistorischer Perspektive, die auf der Tagung ‚XIV A.D. SAECVLVM AVGVSTVM.
The Age of Augustus‘ im September 2014 in Lissabon präsentiert und diskutiert wurden.
Mit dem Titel, Augustan Papers, wird an das 80. Jubiläum der Publikation Roman Papers
(1939) von Ronald Syme erinnert. ********** The present volume marks the
bimillennium of the death of the princeps with a selection of essays that offer new
approaches to the Emperor Augustus and his reign. The essays cover a variety of subjects
related to Augustan scholarship from a twenty-first century perspective. The studies
brought together in this volume are based on papers delivered and discussed by
archaeologists, philologists, and historians of ancient Rome at the conference on ‘XIV
A.D. SAECVLVM AVGVSTVM. The Age of Augustus’ held in Lisbon (the Roman
Olisipo) in September 2014. The title, Augustan Papers, is intended to commemorate the
eightieth anniversary of the publication of Ronald Syme’s Roman Papers (1939).
Archaeology Under Dictatorship Sep 07 2020 This volume provides a theoretical basis
for understanding the specific effects of totalitarian dictatorship upon the practice of
archaeology, both during and after the dictator's reign. The nine essays explore
experiences from every corner of the Mediterranean. With its wide-range of case-studies
and strong theoretical orientation, this volume is a major advance in the study of the
history and politics of archaeology.
Roman Monarchy and the Renaissance Prince Aug 31 2022 Beginning with a
sustained analysis of Seneca's theory of monarchy in the treatise De clementia, in this
2007 text Peter Stacey traces the formative impact of ancient Roman political philosophy
upon medieval and Renaissance thinking about princely government on the Italian
peninsula from the time of Frederick II to the early modern period. Roman Monarchy and
the Renaissance Prince offers a systematic reconstruction of the pre-humanist and
humanist history of the genre of political reflection known as the mirror-for-princes
tradition - a tradition which, as Stacey shows, is indebted to Seneca's speculum above all
other classical accounts of the virtuous prince - and culminates with a comprehensive and
controversial reading of the greatest work of renaissance political theory, Machiavelli's
The Prince. Peter Stacey brings to light a story which has been lost from view in recent
accounts of the Renaissance debt to classical antiquity, providing a radically revisionist
account of the history of the Renaissance prince.
Aristotele's Metaphysics Apr 26 2022 The authors collaborated with 50 scholars from
around the world to produce an exhaustive annotated bibliography on the central work of
the Aristotelian corpus. It brings together signed descriptions of more than 3200 books
and articles, as well as several thousand reviews and notes, originally published in

English, Italian, German, French, Spanish and Russian. Descriptions are fully crossreferenced to one another. The first [Italian] edition (Vita e Pensiero, Milan 1996) has
been thoroughly revised, corrected and updated, and is complemented by an index of the
most important loci Aristotelici.
U.S.A. Aug 07 2020
A Lettere Scarlatte Feb 22 2022
La Città Altra. Storia E Immagine Della Diversità Urbana: Luoghi E Paesaggi Dei
Privilegi E Del Benessere, Dell'isolamento, Del Disagio, Della Multiculturalità. Ediz.
Italiana E Inglese Jul 30 2022 This volume proposes a rich corpus of papers about the
'Other City', a subject only few times dealt with, but worthy of all our attention: it
imposes itself on the scene of international modern and contemporary historiography for
its undeniable topicality. Throughout history, the city has always had to deal with social
'otherness', i.e. with class privileges and, consequently, with discrimination and
marginalization of minorities, of the less well-off, of foreigners, in short, with the
differences in status, culture, religion. So that the urban fabric has ended up structuring
itself also in function of those inequalities, as well as of the strategic places for the
exercise of power, of the political, military or social control, of the spaces for
imprisonment, for the sanitary isolation or for the 'temporary' remedy to the catastrophes.
From the first portraits of cities, made and diffused at the beginning of the fifteenth
century for political exaltation purposes or for religious propaganda and for devotional
purposes, which often, through increasingly refined graphic techniques, distort or even
deny the true urban image, we reach, at the dawn of contemporary history, the new
meaning given by scientific topography and new methods of representation; these latter
aimed at revealing the structure and the urban landscape in their objectivity, often
unexpected for who had known the city through the filter of 'regime' iconography. The
representation of the urban image still shows the contradictions of a community that
sometimes includes and even exalts the diversities, other times rejects them, showing the
unease of a difficult integration.
Women and Faith May 04 2020 This study of Italian women and Catholicism from the
fourth through the twentieth century reflects this conflict and the tension between the
masculine character of divinity in the Catholic church and the potential for equality in the
gospels and early writings ("neither male nor female, but one in Jesus")."--BOOK
JACKET.
I centri minori italiani nel tardo Medioevo Dec 31 2019 In the late Middle Ages, Italy
was one of the most urbanized areas in Europe. Its coasts, the Apennines, the perialpine
area and the plains were all home to a large number of smaller towns, lands, villages,
castra, and 'quasi cites'. These settlements were all very diverse in terms of demographic
consistency, social articulation and economic dynamism, but together they constituted a
characteristic and constitutive element of the Italian historical identity: an 'original
personality'. This volume, thanks to some framing essays and a mapping of individual
cases involving most of the northern, central and southern regions, aims at investigating
the active research on this topic over the last thirty to forty years.
Eranos Oct 28 2019 Every year since 1933 many of the world's leading intellectuals have
met on Lake Maggiore to discuss the latest developments in philosophy, history, art and

science and, in particular, to explore the mystical and symbolic in religion. The Eranos
Meetings - named after the Greek word for a banquet where the guests bring the food constitute one of the most important gatherings of scholars in the twentieth century. The
book presents a set of portraits of some of the century's most influential thinkers, all
participants at Eranos: Carl Jung, Erich Neumann, Mircea Eliade, Martin Buber, Walter
Otto, Paul Tillich, Gershom Scholem, Herbert Read, Joseph Campbell, Erwin
Schrodinger, Karl Kereyni, D.T. Suzuki, and Adolph Portmann. The volume presents a
critical appraisal of the views of these men, how the exchange of ideas encouraged by
Eranos influenced each, and examines the attraction of these esotericists towards
authoritarian politics.
Antitrust between EU law and national law / Antitrust fra diritto nazionale e diritto
dell'Unione Europea Jun 04 2020 This work contains the papers of the Tenth Conference
on “Antitrust between EU Law and national law”, held in Treviso on May 17 and 18 ,
2012 under the patronage of the European Lawyers Union – Union des Avocats
Européens (UAE), the Associazione Italiana per la Tutela della Concorrenza - the Italian
section of the Ligue Internationale du Droit de la Concurrence (LIDC)-, the Associazione
Italiana Giuristi di Impresa (AIGI), the European Company Lawyers Association
(ECLA), and the Associazione Antitrust Italiana (AAI). Some of the papers have been
extensively reviewed and updated by the authors prior to publication. Contributions
contained in this volume are the result of an in-depth analysis and study of the most
salient issues arising from the application of antitrust rules, carried out by experienced
and high-ranking professionals, company lawyers, academics and EU/national
institutional representatives who attended the Conference. They deal with extremely
topical issues, lying at the heart of current antitrust debate. Some of the most
contemporary topics include those relative to the large-scale distribution sector and the
control of concentrations at both national and European level. Ample consideration is
also given to salient antitrust issues encountered in undertakings’ day-to-day business
life, as well as to the future of antitrust in the global economy, also in the light of the new
powers recently attributed to the Italian Antitrust Authority to challenge administrative
acts. This volume also includes some precious insights on the assessment and
quantification of damages in antitrust infringements, from both an economic and legal
perspective, as well as reflections on the role of judges in the application of antitrust law,
also following the principles set forth by the European Court of Human Rights in the
well-known Menarini case.
Architecture and Tourism in Italian Colonial Libya Oct 01 2022 To be a tourist in
Libya during the period of Italian colonization was to be surrounded by modern
metropolitan culture, including its systems of transportation and accommodation and its
hierarchies of political and social control, as well as indigenous architecture and culture.
Architecture and Tourism in Italian Colonial Libya shows how Italian authorities in
Libya made use of the contradictory forces of modernity and tradition to both legitimise
their colonial enterprise and construct a vital tourist industry. Although one of the
essential goals of tourists was to escape the boundaries of the metropole in favour of
experiencing "difference," that difference was almost always framed, contained, and even
defined by Western culture. McLaren argues that the "modern" and the "traditional" were

entirely constructed by colonial authorities, who balanced their need to project an image
of a modern and efficient network of travel and accommodation with the necessity of
preserving the characteristic qualities of the indigenous culture. What made the tourist
experience in Libya distinct from that of other tourist destinations was the constant
oscillation between modernizing and preservation tendencies. The movement between
these forces is reflected in the structure of the book, which proceeds from the broadest
level of inquiry into the Fascist colonial project in Libya to the tourist organization itself,
and finally into the architecture of the tourist environment, offering a way of viewing
state-driven modernization projects and notions of modernity from a historical and
geographic perspective. This is an important book for architectural historians and for
those interested in colonial and postcolonial studies, as well as Italian studies, African
history, literature, and cultural studies more generally
Studies in Italian History in the Middle Ages and the Renaissance May 28 2022
Benedetto Croce and the Birth of the Italian Republic, 1943–1952 Jul 06 2020 As
president of the Italian Liberal Party, Benedetto Croce was one of the most influential
intellectuals involved in Italian public affairs after the fall of Mussolini. Placing Croce at
the centre of historical events between 1943 and 1952, this book details his participation
in Italy's political life, and his major contributions to the rebirth of Italian democracy.
Drawing on a great amount of primary material, including Croce's political speeches,
correspondences, diaries, and official documents from post-war Italy, this book
illuminates the dynamic and progressive nature of Croce's liberalism and the
shortcomings of the old Liberal leaders. Providing a year-by-year account of Croce's
initiatives, author Fabio Fernando Rizi fills the gap in Croce's biography, covering
aspects of his public life often neglected, misinterpreted, or altogether ignored, and
restores his standing among the founding fathers of modern Italy.
Italian Historical Rural Landscapes May 16 2021 Sustainable development and rural
policies have pursued strategies where farming has been often regarded as a factor
deteriorating the ecosystem. But the current economic, social and environmental
problems of the Earth probably call for examples of a positive integration between human
society and nature. This research work presents more than a hundred case studies where
the historical relationships between man and nature have generated, not deterioration, but
cultural, environmental, social and economic values. The results show that is not only the
economic face of globalization that is negatively affecting the landscape, but also
inappropriate environmental policies. The CBD-UNESCO program on biocultural
diversity, the FAO Globally Important Agricultural Heritage Systems and several projects
of the International Union of Forest Research Organizations, as well as European rural
policies acknowledge the importance of cultural values associated to landscape. This
research intends to support these efforts.
Hadrian and the Christians Dec 23 2021 The Second Century occupies a central place
in the development of ancient Christianity. The aim of the book is to examine how in the
cultural, social, and religious efflorescence of the Second Century,to be witnessed
inphenomena such as the Second Sophistic, Christianity found a peculiar way of
integrating into the more general transformation of the Empire and how this allowed the
emerging religion to establish and flourish in Graeco-Roman society. Hadrian’s reign was

the starting point ofthat process and opened new possibilities of self-definition and
external self-presentation to Christianity, as well asto other social and religious agencies.
Differently from Judaism, however, Christianity fully seized the opportunity,thus gaining
an increasing place in Graeco-Roman society, which ultimately led to the first Christian
peace under the Severan emperors. The point at issue is examined from a multidisciplinary perspective (including archaeology, cultural, religious, and political history)
to challenge well-established, but no longer satisfactory, historical and hermeneutical
paradigms. The contributors aim to examine institutional issues and sociocultural
processes in their different aspects, as they were made possibleon Hadrian’s initiative
andresulted inthemerge of early Christianityinto the Roman Empire.
Bibliography of the History of Medicine Oct 09 2020
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